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This paper deals with the non usual case in structural dynamics for which a complex structure exhibits both the usual global elastic modes and numerous local elastic modes in the low-frequency range. Despite the presence of these local elastic modes, we are interested in constructing a stochastic reduced-order model using only the global modes and in taking into account the local elastic modes with a probabilistic approach. In a first part, a formulation and an algorithm which allow the "global elastic modes" and the "local elastic modes" to be calculated, are presented. The second part is devoted to the construction of the stochastic reduced-order model with the global elastic modes and in taking into account the uncertainties on the effects of the local elastic modes by the nonparametric probabilistic approach. Finally, an application which validates the theory proposed is presented.
1 Introduction

Linearized vibrations of conservative structures and structural modes (or elastic modes) play an important role to analyze with computational models the responses of complex structures in the low-frequency range for which the modal analysis is a very efficient and effective tool. This low-frequency range has been extensively studied and can be found in many structural vibration textbooks ([1–6]) for fundamental bases, in [5–13] for dynamic substructuring techniques and, for instance, in [14, 15] for dynamic systems control.

In general, the low-frequency range (for which the modal density is very small and for which the resonances are isolated) can clearly be separated from the medium-frequency range (for which the modal density is larger but not uniform in frequency [6]). In this low-frequency range, the first elastic modes are global modes while, in the medium-frequency range, the elastic modes are mainly made up of numerous elastic modes which are more or less local. In the low-frequency range, the dynamical analysis of the structure is carried out using the first global elastic modes which are calculated with a computational model and a reduced-order model is constructed with the modal analysis in order to calculate the dynamical responses. This frequency band of analysis is not really sensitive to uncertainties in the computational model due to the robustness of the global elastic modes with respect to uncertainties.

Sometimes, a complex structure for which the low-frequency range must be analyzed as explained above, can exhibit both the global elastic modes (which characterize this low-frequency range) and numerous local elastic modes in this low-frequency range. This situation appears for complex heterogeneous structures presenting stiff parts and flexible parts such as an automotive vehicle. Nevertheless, in such a case, the engineers are still interested in constructing a reduced-order model for which only the global elastic modes are used in order to dispose of an adapted model to carry out an optimal design under constraints defined by dynamics targets. This means that local elastic modes which are not really significant in this low-frequency range with respect to the dynamics targets, are not directly taken into account for the construction of the reduced-order model. It should be noted that, with the large computational model used today, there are absolutely no difficulties to compute several thousands of elastic modes (global and local elastic modes) with a computational model having several millions of degrees of freedom. The problem which occurs is induced by the existence of an efficient sorting method which could be used to select the elastic modes as global elastic modes or as local elastic modes. In fact, for complex structures such as an automotive vehicle, it is very difficult to sort these elastic modes without an adapted algorithm. The reason why is mainly due to the fact that many elastic modes cannot clearly be identified as a global mode or as a local mode. In addition, although the reduced-order model must be constructed with respect to the global elastic modes, this reduced-order model must have the capability to predict the amplitudes of the responses of the structure in this low-frequency range. Since there are local elastic modes in the frequency band, a part of the mechanical energy is transferred from the global elastic modes to the local elastic modes which store this energy and then which induces an apparent damping at the resonances associated with the global elastic modes. This mechanism is exactly the phenomenon described and modeled by the fuzzy structure theory introduced in [16, 17] and for which a synthesis can be found in [6]; since 1993, much research has been published in this field [18–26].

The objective of this paper is double: (1) The first one is to develop a formulation and an algorithm which allow the
"global elastic modes" and the "local elastic modes" to be separately calculated. The second one is to construct a reduced-order model with the global elastic modes but in taking into account the effects of the local elastic modes as in the fuzzy structure theory, in order to correctly predict the frequency response functions in the low-frequency range.

It should be noted that our objective is not to exactly construct the "global" elastic modes and the "local" elastic modes as elements of the family of all the elastic modes, but to construct a projection basis made up of a family of "global elastic modes" (closed to the corresponding elastic modes which are dominated by global displacements) and of a family of "local elastic modes" (which are dominated by local displacements) such that the union of these two families constitutes a basis of the admissible space of displacements. Consequently, the computational model can be projected on the subspace spanned by this family in order to construct a reduced-order model for the frequency-response-functions calculation.

We have now to explain what will be the strategy for this double objective.

Concerning the first one, the main idea is to construct a spatial filtering of elastic modes such that the elastic modes having a wavelength less than a given characteristic value, be filtered. It can be seen that this notion is not really clear because the wavelength of an elastic mode for a complex heterogeneous structure does not exist (such a mode has a continuous spectrum of wavelength which is not reduced to a ray). There are very few studies, if any, for this area of structural dynamics. Spatial filtering of short wavelength achieved by regularization has been proposed in the context of the extraction of left eigenvectors from measured frequency response functions for experimental modal analysis [27] based on the use of a singular value decomposition to construct the spatial filtering scheme [28]. This interesting work is not adapted to our first objective for which a complete basis of the admissible space, made up of the two families (global and local elastic modes), has to be constructed with an algorithm which is not intrusive. The theory constructed and proposed in this paper is based on the introduction of a subspace of the admissible space for the calculation of the kinetic energy (but not for the elastic energy) which allows such a spatial filter to be constructed. A simple version of this approach consists in approximating the consistent mass matrix of the computational model by a lumped mass matrix allowing some local elastic modes to be filtered [29, 30]. When such a procedure of lumping mass is used, it is then assumed that the acceleration are approximatively constant in the neighborhood of the node in which the point mass is concentrated. Although properties of solutions obtained with lumped mass matrix has been studied (see for instance [31–33]), such a filter would depend on the mesh and the bandpass filter could not be selected. In addition, it would seem that no way exists to complete the construction of the basis including the local elastic modes (nevertheless, it should be recalled that the use of the lumped mass approximation coupled with the Guyan condensation [34] allows the first elastic modes to be calculated).

Concerning the second objective, the main problem which has to be solved is the selection of an approach which allows uncertainties in the computational model to be taken into account for the contribution of the local elastic modes in the frequency responses of the dynamical system. It is well known that the local elastic modes are not robust with respect to both the system parameters uncertainty and the model uncertainties induced by modeling errors. The parametric probabilistic approach is certainly the most efficient and effective method to take into account system parameters uncertainties (see for instance [35]) but does not have the capability to take into account model uncertainties. Unfortunately, the local elastic modes are very sensitive to model uncertainties. Recently, the nonparametric probabilistic approach [36, 37] which has
received several experimental validations (see for instance [26, 38–41]) has been proposed as a possible way to take into account both the system parameters uncertainty and the model uncertainties. Consequently, such a probabilistic approach will be used to take into account uncertainties in the contribution of the local elastic modes.

The development begins with the introduction of the reference boundary value problem which has to be solved introducing a reduced-order model for the low-frequency range. A decomposition of the mass bilinear form adapted to the calculation of the low-frequency global modes in presence of numerous local modes is then presented. In a next section, a basis of the admissible space is introduced as the union of the families of the global and local elastic modes for which the methodology for their construction is given. The finite element approximation is then detailed for all the aspects of the method. In a last section devoted to the theory proposed, the nonparametric probabilistic model of uncertainties is introduced for the local elastic modes and, the random reduced matrix model and the random frequency response functions are constructed. The final part of the paper is devoted to an application which validates the theory proposed.

2 Reference boundary value problem and its variational formulation

In this section, we summarized very well known results for which details can be found, for instance, in [6]. The brief presentation given below allows the problem and notation to be defined.

Let \( \Omega \) be the domain of a three dimensional linear damped structure which is fixed on the part \( \Gamma_0 \) of its boundary \( \partial \Omega \) and free on the other part \( \Gamma \). The outward unit normal of \( \partial \Omega \) is denoted by \( n \). We are interested in predicting the frequency response functions of this structure in the frequency band of analysis \( \mathcal{B} = [\omega_{\min}, \omega_{\max}] \) with \( 0 < \omega_{\min} \). Let \( u(x, \omega) = R^+ e^{-i \omega t} u(x, t) \) be the Fourier transform of the displacement field \( u = (u_1, u_2, u_3) \) for \( \omega \in \mathcal{B} \), and where \( x = (x_1, x_2, x_3) \) are the cartesian coordinates. The Fourier transform of the external prescribed volumetric and surface forces fields applied in \( \Omega \) and on its boundary \( \Gamma \) are denoted by \( f_{\text{vol}}(x, \omega) \) and \( f_{\text{surf}}(x, \omega) \). The stress tensor \( \sigma(x) \) is written as \( \sigma_{jk}(x) = a_{jk\ell h}(x)\varepsilon_{\ell h}(u) + i \omega b_{jk\ell h}(x)\varepsilon_{\ell h}(u) \) where \( \varepsilon_{\ell h}(u) = (\partial u_\ell/\partial x_h + \partial u_h/\partial x_\ell)/2 \) is the linearized strain tensor. The fourth-order tensors \( a(x) \) and \( b(x) \) verify the usual properties of symmetry and positiveness. Then, the displacement field \( u(\omega) \) verifies, for all \( \omega \in \mathcal{B} \) and for \( i = \{1, 2, 3\} \), the boundary value problem

\[
-\omega^2 \rho u_i - \partial \sigma_{ij}/\partial x_j = f_{\text{vol},j} \text{ in } \Omega,
\]

\[
\sigma_{ij} n_j = f_{\text{surf},j} \text{ on } \Gamma,
\]

\[
u = 0 \text{ on } \Gamma_0,
\]

in which the mass density \( x \mapsto \rho(x) \) is a positive and bounded function and where the convention for summations over repeated Latin indices is used.

Let \( \mathbb{C}^\text{comp} \) be the complex space of all the square integrable functions from \( \Omega \) into \( \mathbb{C}^3 \) equipped with the inner product

\[
<u, v> = \int_\Omega u(x).v(x) \, dx \text{ in which } u \cdot v = \sum_{j=1}^3 u_j v_j \text{ and for which the associated norm is } ||u|| = <u, u>^{1/2}. \]

Let \( \mathbb{V}^\text{comp} \) be
the admissible function space for which $u = 0$ on $\Gamma_0$ and which is a subspace of $H^{\text{comp}}$. The subspaces of $H^{\text{comp}}$ and $V^{\text{comp}}$ made up of the $\mathbb{R}^3$-valued functions are denoted by $H$ and $V$.

Then, the variational formulation of the boundary value problem defined by Eq. (1) consists in finding the function $u(\omega)$ with values in $V^{\text{comp}}$ such that, for all $v$ in $V^{\text{comp}},$

$$-\omega^2 m(u,v) + i\omega d(u,v) + k(u,v) = g(v;\omega).$$

(2)

The mass sesquilinear form

$$m(u,v) = \int_\Omega \rho(x) u(x) \cdot \overline{v(x)} \, dx,$$

(3)

defined on $H^{\text{comp}} \times H^{\text{comp}}$, is Hermitian and positive definite. The damping sesquilinear form $d(u,v) = \int_\Omega b_{\ell h}(x) \varepsilon_{\ell h}(u) \varepsilon_{h}(\overline{v}) \, dx$ and the stiffness sesquilinear form $k(u,v) = \int_\Omega a_{\ell h}(x) \varepsilon_{\ell h}(u) \varepsilon_{h}(v) \, dx$, defined on $V^{\text{comp}} \times V^{\text{comp}}$, are Hermitian and positive definite. For all $\omega \in \mathcal{B}$, the antilinear form $g(v;\omega)$ of the prescribed external forces is defined on $V^{\text{comp}}$ by $g(v;\omega) = \int_\Gamma f_{\text{surf}}(x,\omega) \cdot \overline{v(x)} \, ds(x) + \int_\Omega f_{\text{vol}}(x,\omega) \cdot \overline{v(x)} \, dx$. The spectral problem associated with Eq. (2) consists in finding real $\lambda$ and $\varphi$ in $V$ such that, for all $v$ in $V$

$$-\lambda m(\varphi,v) + k(\varphi,v) = 0.$$ 

(4)

In this case, it is well known that there exists an increasing sequence of positive eigenvalues with finite multiplicity $0 < \lambda_1 \leq \lambda_2 \leq \ldots$. The elastic modes (the eigenfunctions) \{\varphi_\alpha, \alpha \geq 1\} form a complete set in $V$ which means that an arbitrary function $u$ belonging to $V$ (or to $V^{\text{comp}}$) can be expanded as

$$u(x,\omega) = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{\infty} q_\alpha(\omega) \varphi_\alpha(x),$$

(5)

in which $q_\alpha$ are the real (or the complex) generalized coordinates. The finite approximations at order $n$ is $u_n(x,\omega) = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{n} q_\alpha(\omega) \varphi_\alpha(x)$ and allows the reduced-order model to be constructed.
3 Decomposition of the mass bilinear form adapted to the calculation of the low-frequency global modes in presence of numerous local modes

In this section, we introduce a decomposition of the mass bilinear form on $H \times H$ which is adapted to the calculation of the global elastic modes in the low-frequency band of analysis in which there are also a large number of local elastic modes. Therefore, we first introduce a projection operator on a finite dimension subspace of $H$. Then, this operator is used to decompose the mass bilinear form into a reduced mass bilinear form and a complementary mass bilinear form.

3.1 Decomposition of domain $\Omega$

Domain $\Omega$ is partitioned into $n_J$ subdomains $\Omega^\epsilon_j$ such that, for $j$ and $k$ in $\{1, \ldots, n_J\}$,

$$\Omega = \bigcup_{j=1}^{n_J} \Omega^\epsilon_j, \quad \Omega^\epsilon_j \cap \Omega^\epsilon_k = 0.$$  (6)

The parameter $\epsilon$ is the characteristic length of the subdomains. The choice of $\epsilon$ is related to the highest "wavelength" of the global elastic modes that we want to extract in presence of numerous local modes. This parameter will be detailed in Section 4. Note that, for the finite element approximation, each subdomain $\Omega^\epsilon_j$ of the partition of $\Omega$ will coincide with the union of some connected finite elements of the mesh of $\Omega$ (see Section 5).

3.2 Projection operator

Let $\mathbb{H}$ be the subspace of finite dimension $3n_J$ of space $H$ defined as the set all the functions which are constant on each $\Omega^\epsilon_j$ for all $j$ in $\{1, \ldots, n_J\}$. Let $u \mapsto h^\epsilon(u)$ be the linear operator from $H$ into $\mathbb{H}$ defined by

$$\{h^\epsilon(u)(x)\} = \sum_{j=1}^{n_J} \mathbb{1}_{\Omega^\epsilon_j}(x) \frac{1}{m_j} \int_{\Omega^\epsilon_j} \rho(x') u(x') dx',$$  (7)

in which $x \mapsto \mathbb{1}_{\Omega^\epsilon_j}(x) = 1$ if $x$ is in $\Omega^\epsilon_j$ and $= 0$ otherwise. The local mass $m_j$ is defined, for all $j$ in $\{1, \ldots, n_J\}$, by

$$m_j = \int_{\Omega^\epsilon_j} \rho(x) dx.$$  (8)

Let $\mathbb{H}_c$ be the subspace of $\mathbb{H}$ constitutes of all the functions $u - h^\epsilon(u)$ when $u$ runs through $\mathbb{H}$. Let $u \mapsto h^\epsilon_c(u)$ be the linear operator from $\mathbb{H}$ into $\mathbb{H}_c$ defined by

$$h^\epsilon_c(u) = u - h^\epsilon(u).$$  (9)
It should be noted that $H_c$ is then the image of linear operator $h_c^e$ in $H$. Function $h_c^e(u)$ will also be denoted by $u'$ and function $h_c^e(u)$ by $u^e$. We then have $u = h_c^e(u) + h_c^e(u)$ that is to say, $u = u' + u^e$. It can easily be verified that, for all $u$ in $H$, we have $h_c^e(h_c^e(u)) = h_c^e(u)$ and $h_c^e(h_c^e(u)) = h_c^e(h_c^e(u)) = 0$. In addition, for $u = u' + u^e$ in $H$, we have $m(u', u^e) = 0$ and consequently, $m((u + v)', (u + v)^e) = 0$ which yields $m(u', v^e) = 0$ for all $u$ and $v$ in $H$. It can then be deduced that linear operator $u \mapsto h_c^e(u)$ is a projection operator and that $H = H_r \oplus H_c$. To verify this last result, it must be proven that for all $u^e$ in $H_r$ and for all $v^e$ in $H_c$, the equality $u^e + v^e = 0$ yields $u^e = 0$ and $v^e = 0$ that is the case because $m(u^e, v^e) = 0$ and the bilinear form $m$ is positive definite.

### 3.3 Reduced and complementary mass bilinear forms

For all $u$ and $v$ in $H$, the reduced bilinear form is defined by

$$m'(u, v) = m(h_c^e(u), v) = m(u, h_c^e(v)),$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

and the complementary mass bilinear form is defined by

$$m'(u, v) = m(h_r^e(u), v) = m(u, h_r^e(v)).$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

From $u = h_c^e(u) + h_r^e(u)$, it can be deduced that

$$m(u, v) = m'(u, v) + m'(u, v).$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

(i) Kernels of the operators associated with the bilinear forms $m^e$ and $m'$. The kernel of the operator associated with the bilinear form $m^e$ is made up of the solutions $u$ of $m^e(u, v) = 0$ for all $v$ and consequently, coincides with the kernel of linear operator $u \mapsto h_c^e(u) = u - h_r^e(u)$, that is to say coincides with the solutions of $u - h_c^e(u) = 0$ which is then a subset of $H_r$. It can be verified that $H_r$ is also a subset of this kernel and therefore, this kernel is $H_r$. Similarly, the kernel of the operator associated with the bilinear form $m'$ is made up of the solutions $u$ of $m'(u, v) = 0$ for all $v$ and consequently, coincides with the kernel of linear operator $u \mapsto h_c^e(u)$. Since $h_c^e(h_c^e(u)) = 0$, we conclude that $H_c$ is a subset of this kernel. It can be verified that this kernel is also a subset of $H_c$ and therefore, this kernel is $H_c$.

(ii) Positiveness. Let $u'$ be a function of $H_r \subset H$ and $u^e$ be a function of $H_c \subset H$. Since $h_c^e(u') = h_r^e(u') = 0$, it can be deduced that, for all $v$ in $H$, $m'(u', v) = m'(u', v) = 0$. Using Eqs. (10) and (11), it can easily be proven that the bilinear forms $m'(u, v)$ and $m'(u, v)$ are symmetric on $H \times H$. For all $u = u' + u^e$ in $H$, since $m(u', u^e) = m(u^e, u') = 0$ and since $m(u, v)$ is positive definite on $H \times H$, it can be deduced that $m'(u, u) \geq 0$ and $m'(u, u) \geq 0$ which means that $m'(u, v)$ and
$m'(u,v)$ are positive semi-definite on $\mathbb{H} \times \mathbb{H}$.

(iii) Mass conservation. Let $l$ be the function in $\mathbb{H}$ such that $l(x) = (1,1,1)$. The total mass $M$ of the dynamical system can be calculated by $M = m(1,1)/3$. Similarly, the total mass $M'$ associated with the reduced mass bilinear form and the total mass $M''$ associated with the complementary mass bilinear form are defined by $M' = m'(1,1)/3$ and $M'' = m''(1,1)/3$. Since $h'_g(1) = 1$, it can be deduced that $M = M'$ and since $m'(1,1) = m(1,1) - m'(1,1)$, that $M'' = M - M' = 0$.

4 Global and local elastic modes as a basis of the admissible space

The reduced mass bilinear form can be rewritten as

$$m'(u,v) = \int_\Omega \rho(x) \left\{ \sum_{j=1}^{n_J} \frac{f_j(x)}{m_j} \int_{\Omega_j} \rho(x') u(x') \, dx' \right\} \cdot v(x) \, dx$$

$$= \sum_{j=1}^{n_J} m_j \left\{ \frac{1}{m_j} \int_{\Omega_j} \rho(x) u(x) \, dx \right\} \cdot \left\{ \frac{1}{m_j} \int_{\Omega_j} \rho(x) v(x) \, dx \right\}$$

$$= \sum_{j=1}^{n_J} m_j f_j(u) \cdot f_j(v), \quad (13)$$

in which $f_j(u) = (1/m_j) \int_{\Omega_j} \rho(x) u(x) \, dx$. From Eq. (13), it can be deduced that the reduced mass bilinear form can be interpreted as the mass bilinear form of a discrete system made up of $n_J$ masses $m_j$ affected to the degrees of freedom defined by $f_j(u)$. Then, by replacing $m(u,v)$ by $m'(u,v)$ in the spectral problem defined by Eq. (4), all the "wavelengths" of the elastic modes of this new spectral problem will be greater than the parameter $\varepsilon$ defining the size of the subdomains $\Omega_j$. Thus, only the global elastic modes will remain.

4.1 Global elastic modes

The global elastic modes are then defined as the eigenfunctions $\varphi^g$ in $\mathbb{V}$ associated with the eigenvalues $\lambda^g$, verifying, for all $v$ in $\mathbb{V}$, the following global spectral problem,

$$-\lambda^g m'(\varphi^g, v) + k(\varphi^g, v) = 0,$$

which can be rewritten as $-\mu^g k(\varphi^g, v) + m'(\varphi^g, v) = 0$ in which $\mu^g = 1/\lambda^g$. The subspace of $\mathbb{H}$ associated with $\mu^g = 0$ is spanned by the solutions in $u$ of $m'(u, v) = 0$ for all $v$ and consequently, is the space $\mathbb{H}_e$ which is not a subset of $\mathbb{V}$. We then search for the solutions, functions $\varphi^g$ in the subspace $\mathbb{V} \cap \left\{ \mathbb{H} \setminus \mathbb{H}_e \right\}$ whose dimension is finite and equal to $3n_J$, associated with the positive eigenvalues $\mu^g > 0$. This generalized eigenvalue problem in $\mu^g$ then admits a decreasing finite sequence of positive eigenvalues $\mu^g_1 \geq \ldots \geq \mu^g_{3n_J} > 0$, corresponding to the increasing family $0 < \lambda^g_1 \leq \ldots \leq \lambda^g_{3n_J}$, associated with the finite family of algebraically independent functions $\left\{ \varphi^g_1, \ldots, \varphi^g_{3n_J} \right\}$ made up of functions in $\mathbb{V}$ and which satisfies the
following orthogonality properties,

\[ k(\phi^g_{\alpha}, \phi^g_{\beta}) = \lambda^g_{\alpha} \delta_{\alpha \beta}, \quad m^r(\phi^g_{\alpha}, \phi^g_{\beta}) = \delta_{\alpha \beta}, \] (15)

and for all \( \alpha = 1, \ldots, 3n_J \) and for all \( v^r \) in \( \mathbb{H}_c \), we have

\[ m^r(\phi^g_{\alpha}, v^r) = 0. \] (16)

The family \( \{\phi^g_1, \ldots, \phi^g_{3n_J}\} \) is defined as the family of the global elastic modes although these functions are not, in general, some elements of the family of the elastic modes, but represent some approximations of such elements.

### 4.2 Local elastic modes

The local elastic modes are then defined as the eigenfunctions \( \phi^\ell \) in \( V \) associated with the eigenvalues \( \lambda^\ell \), verifying, for all \( v \) in \( V \), the following global spectral problem,

\[ -\mu^\ell k(\phi^\ell, v) + m^r(\phi^\ell, v) = 0, \] (17)

which can be rewritten as \( -\mu^\ell k(\phi^\ell, v) + m^r(\phi^\ell, v) = 0 \) in which \( \mu^\ell = 1/\lambda^\ell \). The subspace of \( \mathbb{H} \) associated with \( \mu^\ell = 0 \) is spanned by the solutions in \( u \) of \( m^r(u, v) = 0 \) for all \( v \) and consequently, is the space \( \mathbb{H}_r \), for which \( \mathbb{H}_r \cap V \) is the empty set.

We then search for the solutions, functions \( \phi^\ell \) in the infinite dimension subspace \( V \cap \{\mathbb{H}\} \), associated with the positive eigenvalues \( \mu^\ell > 0 \). This generalized eigenvalue problem in \( \mu^\ell \) then admits a decreasing sequence of positive eigenvalues \( \mu^\ell_1 \geq \mu^\ell_2 \geq \ldots > 0 \), corresponding to the increasing family \( 0 < \lambda^\ell_1 \leq \lambda^\ell_2 \leq \ldots \), associated with the infinite family of functions \( \{\phi^\ell_1, \phi^\ell_2, \ldots\} \) made up of functions in \( V \) and which satisfies the following orthogonality properties,

\[ k(\phi^\ell_{\alpha}, \phi^\ell_{\beta}) = \lambda^\ell_{\alpha} \delta_{\alpha \beta}, \quad m^r(\phi^\ell_{\alpha}, \phi^\ell_{\beta}) = \delta_{\alpha \beta}, \] (18)

and for all \( \alpha = 1, 2, \ldots, \) and for all \( v^r \) in \( \mathbb{H}_r \), we have

\[ m^r(\phi^\ell_{\alpha}, v^r) = 0. \] (19)
The family \( \{ \varphi_1^f, \varphi_2^f, \ldots, \} \) is defined as the family of the local elastic modes although these functions are not, in general, some elements of the family of the elastic modes, but represent some approximations of such elements.

4.3 Basis of the admissible space

It is proven in Appendix A that the family \( \{ \varphi_{g1}, \ldots, \varphi_{g3nJ}, \varphi_1^f, \varphi_2^f, \ldots \} \) is a basis of space \( V \) and consequently, all \( u(\omega) \) in \( V^{\text{comp}} \) can be written as

\[
\begin{align*}
u(\omega) &= \sum_{\alpha=1}^{3nJ} q_{g\alpha}(\omega) \varphi_{g\alpha}^g + \sum_{\alpha'=1}^{\infty} q_{\ell\alpha'}(\omega) \varphi_{\ell\alpha'}^f, \\
(20)
\end{align*}
\]

in which \( q_{g\alpha}(\omega) \) and \( q_{\ell\alpha'}(\omega) \) are complex numbers.

5 Finite element approximation

5.1 Finite Element model of the mean boundary value problem

The finite element method is applied to construct a finite approximation of Eq. (2). The complex vector \( U(\omega) \) of the \( m \) DOF satisfies the complex matrix equation,

\[
\begin{align*}
( -\omega^2 [M] + i\omega[D] + [K] ) U(\omega) &= F(\omega), \\
(21)
\end{align*}
\]

in which \([M], [D] \) and \([K]\) are respectively the \((m \times m)\) positive-definite symmetric real mass, damping and stiffness matrices and where \( F(\omega) \) is relative to the discretization of the external forces. The finite element discretization of the spectral problem defined by Eq. (4) consists in finding \( \lambda \) and \( \phi \) in \( \mathbb{R}^m \) such that

\[
[K] \phi = \lambda [M] \phi. \\
(22)
\]

Then, the approximation \( U_n(\omega) \) at order \( n \) of \( U(\omega) \) is written as

\[
U_n(\omega) = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{n} q_{\alpha}(\omega) \varphi_{\alpha} = [\Phi] q, \\
(23)
\]

in which \( q = (q_1, \ldots, q_n) \) is the complex vector of the \( n \) generalized coordinates and where \( [\Phi] = [\varphi_1 \ldots \varphi_n] \) is the \((m \times n)\) real matrix of the elastic modes associated with the \( n \) first eigenvalues.

The finite element discretization \( \bar{U} \) of \( u \) can be written as \( \bar{U} = U^r + U^c \), in which \( U^r = [H_r] U \) and \( U^c = [H_c] \bar{U} = U - U^r \).
which shows that \([H_c^ε] = [I_m] − [H_r^ε]\). The \((m × m)\) matrix \([H_c^ε]\) is relative to the finite element discretization of the projection operator \(h_c^ε\) defined by Eq. (7).

### 5.2 Global and local elastic modes

Two methods are proposed to calculate the global and the local elastic modes that will be used to reduce the matrix equation.

#### 5.2.1 Direct method

In such a method, the global and the local elastic modes are directly calculated using the decomposition of the mass matrix \([M]\) relative to the decomposition of the mass bilinear form defined by Eq. (12). The finite element discretization of the spectral problems defined by Eqs. (14) and (17) yields, for the global elastic modes \(\phi^g\) in \(\mathbb{R}^m\), the generalized eigenvalue problem

\[
[K]\phi^g = \lambda^g[M]\phi^g,
\]

and, for the local elastic modes \(\phi^l\) in \(\mathbb{R}^m\), the generalized eigenvalue problem

\[
[K]\phi^l = \lambda^l[M]'\phi^l,
\]

where the \((m × m)\) matrices \([M]'\) and \([M]'\) are relative to the finite element discretization of the bilinear forms \(m^r(u,v)\) and \(m^f(u,v)\) defined by Eqs. (10) and (11). The matrix \([M]'\) is constructed such that \([M]' = [M][H_c^ε]' = [H_c^ε]'[M] = [H_c^ε]'[M][H_c^ε]\), and using Eq. (12) yields \([M]' = [M] − [M]'\). The matrices \([M]'\) and \([M]'\) are symmetric and positive but are not positive definite.

#### 5.2.2 Double projection method

This method is less intrusive with respect to the commercial software and less time-consuming than the direct method. The solutions of the generalized eigenvalue problems defined by Eqs. (24) and (25) are then written, for \(n\) sufficiently large, as

\[
\phi^g = [\Phi][\bar{\phi}^g], \quad \phi^l = [\Phi][\bar{\phi}^l].
\]
The generalized global elastic modes are the solutions of the generalized eigenvalue problem

\[ \tilde{K}\tilde{\phi}^g = \lambda^g [M^g] \tilde{\phi}^g, \] (27)

in which \([\tilde{M}^g] = [\Phi^g]^T [M] [\Phi^g]\) and \([\tilde{K}] = [\Phi]^T [K] [\Phi]\), and where the \((m \times n)\) real matrix \([\Phi^g]\) is such that \([\Phi^g] = [H^g][\Phi]\).

The generalized local elastic modes are the solutions of the generalized eigenvalue problem

\[ \tilde{K}\tilde{\phi}^\ell = \lambda^\ell [M^\ell] \tilde{\phi}^\ell, \] (28)

in which \([\tilde{M}^\ell] = [\Phi^\ell]^T [M] [\Phi^\ell]\) and where the \((m \times n)\) real matrix \([\Phi^\ell]\) is such that \([\Phi^\ell] = [H^\ell][\Phi] = [\Phi] - [\Phi^g]\).

5.3 Mean reduced matrix model

The mean reduced matrix model is obtained using the projection of \(U(\omega)\) on the subspace of \(\mathbb{C}^m\) spanned by the family \(\{\phi_1^g, \ldots, \phi_{ng}^g, \phi_1^\ell, \ldots, \phi_{n\ell}^\ell\}\) of real vectors associated with the \(ng\) first global elastic modes such that \(ng \leq 3nJ \leq m\) and with the \(n\ell\) first local elastic modes such that \(n\ell \leq m\). It should be noted that, if the double projection method is used, then we must have \(ng \leq n, n\ell \leq n\) and \(nt \leq n\) in which \(nt = ng + n\ell\). Then, the approximation \(U_{ng,n\ell}(\omega)\) of \(U(\omega)\) at order \((ng,n\ell)\) is written as

\[ U_{ng,n\ell}(\omega) = \sum_{a=1}^{ng} q_a^g(\omega) \phi_a^g + \sum_{b=1}^{n\ell} q_b^\ell(\omega) \phi_b^\ell. \] (29)

Let \(q(\omega) = (q^g(\omega), q^\ell(\omega))\) be the vector in \(\mathbb{C}^n\) of all the generalized coordinates such that \(q^g(\omega) = (q_1^g(\omega), \ldots, q_{ng}^g(\omega))\) and \(q^\ell(\omega) = (q_1^\ell(\omega), \ldots, q_{n\ell}^\ell(\omega))\). Consequently, vector \(q(\omega)\) is solution of the following mean reduced matrix equation such that

\[-\omega^2 [M] + i\omega[D] + [K]] q(\omega) = \mathcal{F}(\omega), \] (30)

where \([M], [D]\) and \([K]\) are the \((n_t \times n_t)\) mean generalized mass, damping and stiffness matrices defined by blocks as

\[ [M] = \begin{bmatrix} M^g & M^{g\ell} \\ (M^{g\ell})^T & M^{\ell\ell} \end{bmatrix}, \quad [D] = \begin{bmatrix} D^g & D^{g\ell} \\ (D^{g\ell})^T & D^{\ell\ell} \end{bmatrix}, \quad [K] = \begin{bmatrix} K^g & K^{g\ell} \\ (K^{g\ell})^T & K^{\ell\ell} \end{bmatrix}. \] (31)
Let $A$ (or $A'$) be denoting $M$, $D$ or $K$ (or $M'$, $D'$ or $K'$). Therefore, the block matrices are defined by

$$
\begin{align*}
[A]_{\alpha\beta}^{g} &= (\phi_{\alpha}^{g})^{T} [A] \phi_{\beta}^{g}, \\
[A]_{\alpha\beta}^{\ell} &= (\phi_{\alpha}^{\ell})^{T} [A] \phi_{\beta}^{\ell}, \\
[A]_{\alpha\beta}^{\ell\ell} &= (\phi_{\alpha}^{\ell})^{T} [A] \phi_{\beta}^{\ell}.
\end{align*}
$$

(32)

The matrices $[K]^{g}$ and $[K]^{\ell\ell}$ are diagonal. The generalized force is a vector in $\mathbb{C}^{n}$ which is written as $\mathcal{F}(\omega) = (\mathcal{F}^{g}(\omega), \mathcal{F}^{\ell}(\omega))$ in which

$$
\begin{align*}
\mathcal{F}^{g}(\omega) &= (\phi_{\alpha}^{g})^{T} F(\omega), \\
\mathcal{F}^{\ell}(\omega) &= (\phi_{\alpha}^{\ell})^{T} F(\omega).
\end{align*}
$$

(33)

The eigenvalues $\lambda^{g}$ of the global spectral problem and the eigenvalues $\lambda^{\ell}$ of the local spectral problem are strictly positive. Consequently, the mean generalized mass, damping and stiffness matrices are positive definite. Then, for all $\omega$ fixed in $\mathcal{B}$, the generalized coordinates are calculated by inverting Eq. (30) and the response $U_{n_{g},n_{\ell}}(\omega)$ is calculated using Eq. (29).

6 Probabilistic model of uncertainties for the local elastic modes, random reduced matrix model and random frequency response functions

In the low-frequency range, the first global elastic modes are not really sensitive to uncertainties introduced in the computational model. Nevertheless, we have assumed that the structure under consideration had also local elastic modes in the same low-frequency band. It is well known that the modal density of such local modes increases rapidly with the frequency and that, in addition, the local modes are sensitive both to the system parameters uncertainties and to the model errors which induce model uncertainties. In order to improve the predictability of the computational model, the nonparametric probabilistic approach (see [36, 37]) is used to take into account uncertainties for the local-elastic-modes contribution.

6.1 Random reduced matrix model

The nonparametric probabilistic approach consists in replacing the matrices of the reduced mean matrix model by random matrices for which the probability distributions are constructed by using the maximum entropy principle [42, 43] with the constraints defined by the available information. Then, the random generalized mass, damping and stiffness matrices are written as

$$
\begin{align*}
[M] &= \begin{bmatrix} M^{gg} & M^{g\ell} \\ (M^{\ell\ell})^{T} & M^{\ell\ell} \end{bmatrix}, \\
[D] &= \begin{bmatrix} D^{gg} & D^{g\ell} \\ (D^{\ell\ell})^{T} & D^{\ell\ell} \end{bmatrix}, \\
[K] &= \begin{bmatrix} K^{gg} & K^{g\ell} \\ (K^{\ell\ell})^{T} & K^{\ell\ell} \end{bmatrix}.
\end{align*}
$$

(34)
in which the random matrices $[M]$, $[D]$ and $[K]$ are with values in the set of all the positive-definite symmetric $(n \times n)$ real matrices, for which their mean values are such that $\mathbb{E}([M]) = [M]$, $\mathbb{E}([D]) = [D]$ and $\mathbb{E}([K]) = [K]$, and finally, verify the following inequalities $\mathbb{E}([M]^{-1})_F < +\infty$, $\mathbb{E}([D]^{-1})_F < +\infty$ and $\mathbb{E}([K]^{-1})_F < +\infty$ which assure that there exists a second-order random solution to the stochastic reduced-order equation (in the above equations, $\mathbb{E}$ is the mathematical expectation and $\|A\|_F = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n} |A_{ik}|$). Under the constraints defined by the above available information, the use of the maximum entropy principle shows that these three random matrices are statistically independent and allows the probability distribution of each random matrix $[M]$, $[D]$ or $[K]$ to be explicitly constructed. The probability distribution of each random matrix $[M]$, $[D]$ or $[K]$ depend on the mean value $[M]$, $[D]$ or $[K]$ and on a dispersion parameter $\delta_M$, $\delta_D$ or $\delta_K$ defined by

$$\delta^2_A = \frac{\mathbb{E}([A] - [A])^2}{\|A\|^2_F},$$

in which $A$ (or $A$) is $M$, $D$ or $K$ (or, $M$, $D$ or $K$). The dispersion parameters allow the level of uncertainties to be controlled. In addition, it can be found in [36,37] an algebraic representation of such a random matrix which allows independent realizations to be explicitly constructed useful to solve the random equations by the Monte Carlo method. For each random matrix, this random generator only depends on the dimension of the matrix, on its mean value and on the dispersion parameter.

### 6.2 Random frequency responses

The random response $U_{n_g,n_l}(\omega)$ is then written as

$$U_{n_g,n_l}(\omega) = \sum_{\alpha=1}^{n_g} Q^g_{\alpha}(\omega) \phi^g_{\alpha} + \sum_{\beta=1}^{n_l} Q^l_{\beta}(\omega) \phi^l_{\beta},$$

in which the random vector $Q(\omega) = (Q^g(\omega), Q^l(\omega))$ with valued in $C^n$ of all the generalized coordinates is such that $Q^g(\omega) = (Q^g_1(\omega), \ldots, Q^g_{n_g}(\omega))$ and $Q^l(\omega) = (Q^l_1(\omega), \ldots, Q^l_{n_l}(\omega))$. Consequently, vector $Q(\omega)$ is solution of the following stochastic reduced matrix equation such that

$$(-\omega^2[M] + i\omega[D] + [K])Q(\omega) = \mathcal{F}(\omega).$$

This equation is solved using the Monte Carlo simulation method.
6.3 Remark concerning the connection with the fuzzy structure theory

Let us consider a heterogeneous structure with a main part (the master structure) made up of a stiff structure and with secondary parts (the fuzzy substructure) made up of flexible substructures attached to the master structure. We can now see the connection of the above development with the fuzzy structure theory for which the global elastic modes are related to the "master structure" and the local elastic modes are related to the "fuzzy structure" corresponding to the hidden dynamical DOF associated with the local elastic modes. Let us assume that $\mathcal{F}^F(\omega)$ is zero (the external forces are only applied to the master structure (the stiff part). Eliminating $Q^F(\omega)$ in Eq. (37) yields

$$-i\omega([Z^{\text{FF}}(\omega)] + [Z(\omega)])Q^F(\omega) = \mathcal{F}^F(\omega),$$

in which $[Z^{\text{FF}}(\omega)]$ is the reduced impedance matrix of the master structure which is such that $-i\omega[Z^{\text{FF}}(\omega)] = -\omega^2[M^{\text{FF}}] + i\omega[D^{\text{FF}}] + [K^{\text{FF}}]$. The matrix $[Z(\omega)]$ is the reduced impedance random matrix of the fuzzy substructure which can be written as $i\omega[Z(\omega)] = -\omega^2[R(\omega)] + i\omega[I(\omega)]$ in which the symmetric real random matrix $[R(\omega)]$ corresponds to the conservative effects of the fuzzy substructure on the master structure and where the real symmetric positive random matrix $[I(\omega)]$ corresponds to the additional damping induced by the fuzzy substructure in the master structure, due to the mechanical energy stored by the local elastic modes of the fuzzy substructure. With such a framework of the fuzzy structure theory, the DOF in the fuzzy substructure are not observed and consequently, the vector of DOF by the local elastic modes of the fuzzy substructure. With such a framework of the fuzzy structure theory, the DOF in the frequency band of analysis

7 Application and validation

7.1 Mean Finite Element Model

The dynamical system is made up of 12 flexible panels and of a stiff structure (see Fig. 1). Each panel is a rectangular, homogeneous, isotropic, thin plate with constant thickness 0.002 m, width 4.0 m, length 4.0 m, mass density 7,800 kg/m³, Poisson ratio 0.29. The Young modulus of the 12 panels are respectively, 1.31 × 10^{12}, 1.47 × 10^{12}, 1.54 × 10^{12}, 1.74 × 10^{12}, 1.47 × 10^{12}, 1.71 × 10^{12}, 0.49 × 10^{12}, 1.09 × 10^{12}, 1.74 × 10^{12}, 1.34 × 10^{12}, 1.68 × 10^{12} and 0.61 × 10^{12} N/m². The rigid structure is composed of rectangular, homogeneous, isotropic, thin plates with a constant thickness 0.017 m, width 2.0 m, mass density 9,800 kg/m³, Poisson ratio 0.29, Young’s modulus 2.1 × 10^{12} N/m². The coordinate system (Oxyx) is shown in Fig. 1. The four nodes corresponding to the four corners (0, 0, 0), (26, 0, 0), (26, 0, 20) and (0, 0, 20) are fixed. The frequency band of analysis is $B = 2\pi \times [0, 11]$ rad/s. The finite element model is made up of 64 Kirchhoff plate elements for each panel and 456 Kirchhoff plate elements for the rigid structure. The structure has $m = 13,014$ DOF.

7.2 Modal analysis, global and local elastic modes

In a first step, the elastic modes are calculated with the finite element model defined by Eq. (22). There are 86 eigenfrequencies in the frequency band of analysis $B$ and $n = 120$ eigenfrequencies in the band $[0, 13.2]$ Hz. The first elastic
mode $\phi_1$ and the second elastic mode $\phi_2$ are displayed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 which show that $\phi_1$ is a local elastic mode while $\phi_2$ is a global elastic mode with an important local displacement. In a second step, the global and local elastic modes are constructed using the double projection method introduced in Section 5.3. The matrix $[H^\epsilon]$ relative to the discretization of the operator $h^\epsilon$ is constructed for $\epsilon = 3.0 \text{ m}$. This value of $\epsilon$ results from a parametric analysis for which calculations have been carried out for the following increasing values 1.5, 2, 2.5 and 3 of $\epsilon$ until the separation between the two families of global and local elastic modes be obtained. In band $[0, 13.2] \text{ Hz}$, there are $n_g = 8$ global elastic modes and $n_\ell = 112$ local elastic modes. Fig. 4 displays the distribution of the number of eigenfrequencies for the global elastic modes and for the local elastic modes. It can be seen that there are numerous local modes intertwined with the global elastic modes. The four first global elastic modes $\phi_1^g, \phi_2^g, \phi_3^g$ and $\phi_4^g$ are shown in Fig. 5 to Fig. 8.

7.3 Frequency responses calculated with the mean model

For all $\omega \in \mathcal{B}$, the structure is subjected to an external point load equal to $1 \text{ N}$ applied to the node whose coordinates are $(10, 0, 7)$ located in the stiff part. The mean damping matrix is constructed using a Rayleigh model corresponding to a damping rate $\xi = 0.04$ for the eigenfrequency $f_1 = 1.67 \text{ Hz}$ and for the eigenfrequency $f_{120} = 13.2 \text{ Hz}$. The response is calculated at two observation points, the point Pobs$_1$ located in the stiff part at the node whose coordinates are $(19, 0, 7)$ and the point Pobs$_2$ located in the flexible part at the node whose coordinates are $(10, 0, 10)$ (see Fig. 1). The response is calculated for different projections associated with the different bases: for the initial elastic modes with Eq. (23) ($n = 120$), for global elastic modes with Eq. (29) ($n_g = 8$ and $n_\ell = 0$), for local elastic modes with Eq. (29) ($n_g = 0$ and $n_\ell = 112$) and finally, for global and local elastic modes with Eq. (29) ($n_g = 8$ and $n_\ell = 112$). The modulus in log scale of the responses are displayed in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10. It can be seen that the responses calculated using global and local elastic modes are exactly the same that the response calculated using the initial elastic modes. For point Pobs$_1$ in the stiff part, the contribution of the global elastic modes is preponderant in the very low-frequency band but the contribution of the local elastic modes becomes not negligible in the high part of the low-frequency band. For point Pobs$_2$ in the flexible part, the contribution of the local elastic modes is important except for the first resonance corresponding to the first global elastic mode (because the flexible plates follow the stiff part in its displacement).

7.4 Random frequency responses calculated with the stochastic model

The nonparametric probabilistic approach is used for the contribution of the local elastic modes as explained in Section 6. The dispersion parameters (which should be identified experimentally or which can be used as superparameters for a sensitivity analysis) are presently chosen as $\delta_M = 0.1, \delta_D = 0.1$ and $\delta_K = 0.1$. The Monte Carlo simulation method is carried out with 200 simulations. The confidence regions corresponding to a probability level $P_c = 0.99$ are presented in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12. As it can be seen in these two figures, the sensitivity to uncertainties of local elastic modes is higher than for the global elastic modes. For observation Pobs$_1$ which is located in the stiff part of the structure and then, which is mainly driven by the global elastic modes, the main resonances are robust with respect to uncertainties. For observation Pobs$_2$ which is located in the flexible part of the structure and then, which is mainly driven by the local elastic modes, the responses are not
robust with respect to uncertainties.

8 Conclusions

A general method has been developed and validated to construct a stochastic reduced-order model in low-frequency dynamics in presence of numerous local elastic modes. The projection basis is made up of two families of vector bases: the global elastic modes and the local elastic modes which are separately computed. The effects of uncertainties on the local modes are taken into account with the nonparametric probabilistic approach. The double projection method proposed is not really intrusive and can easily be implemented in commercial software.

A Appendix: Proof concerning the construction of the basis of the admissible space

In order to prove that the family \( \{ \phi_1^g, \ldots, \phi_{3n_J}^g, \phi_1^f, \phi_2^f, \ldots \} \) is a basis of space \( \mathcal{V} \), we have to prove (1) that for any finite integer \( n_J \), the finite family of algebraically independent functions \( \{ \phi_1^g, \ldots, \phi_{3n_J}^g \} \) is independent of the finite family of algebraically independent functions \( \{ \phi_1^f, \ldots, \phi_{3n_J}^f \} \) and (2) that the family \( \{ \phi_1^g, \ldots, \phi_{3n_J}^g, \phi_1^f, \phi_2^f, \ldots \} \) is total.

(1) In order to prove the independence of the two families, we have to prove that if \( \sum_{\alpha=1}^{3n_J} q_{3n_J}^g k(\phi_{3n_J}^g, v) + \sum_{\alpha'=1}^{n_J} q_{\alpha'}^f k(\phi_{\alpha'}^f, v) = 0 \) for all \( v \), then \( q_{3n_J}^g = \ldots = q_{n_J}^g = q_1^f = \ldots = q_{n_J}^f = 0 \). Using Eqs. (14) and (17) yields \( \sum_{\alpha=1}^{3n_J} q_{3n_J}^g \nu_\alpha^g m^r(\phi_{3n_J}^g, v) + \sum_{\alpha'=1}^{n_J} q_{\alpha'}^f \lambda_{\alpha'}^f m^r(\phi_{\alpha'}^f, v) = 0 \) which can also be rewritten as \( m(\sum_{\alpha=1}^{3n_J} q_{3n_J}^g \lambda_\alpha^g h_\alpha^g(\phi_{3n_J}^g, v) + \sum_{\alpha'=1}^{n_J} q_{\alpha'}^f \lambda_{\alpha'}^f h_\alpha^f(\phi_{\alpha'}^f, v), v) = 0 \) for all \( v \). Since \( m \) is a positive-definite bilinear form, it can be deduced that \( \sum_{\alpha=1}^{3n_J} q_{3n_J}^g \lambda_\alpha^g h_\alpha^g(\phi_{3n_J}^g, v) + \sum_{\alpha'=1}^{n_J} q_{\alpha'}^f \lambda_{\alpha'}^f h_\alpha^f(\phi_{\alpha'}^f, v) = 0 \) which, due to \( \mathbb{H} = \mathbb{H}_r \oplus \mathbb{H}_c \), yields \( q_{3n_J}^g = \ldots = q_{n_J}^g = q_1^f = \ldots = q_{n_J}^f = 0 \).

(2) In order to prove that the family is total, we have to prove that if \( k(\phi_{3n_J}^g, v) = 0 \) for all \( \alpha = 1, \ldots, 3n_J \) and \( k(\phi_{3n_J}^f, v) = 0 \) for all \( \alpha' = 1, \ldots, n_J \) and \( \nu_\alpha^g m^r(\phi_{3n_J}^g, v) = 0 \) for all \( \alpha = 1, \ldots, 3n_J \) and \( \lambda_{\alpha'}^f m^r(\phi_{\alpha'}^f, v) = 0 \) for all \( \alpha' = 1, \ldots, n_J \), then we have \( v = 0 \). Since \( \nu_\alpha^g \) and \( \lambda_{\alpha'}^f \) are strictly positive real numbers, we have to prove that \( m^r(\phi_{3n_J}^g, v) = 0 \) for all \( \alpha = 1, \ldots, 3n_J \) and \( m^r(\phi_{3n_J}^f, v) = 0 \) for all \( \alpha' = 1, \ldots, n_J \) implies \( v = 0 \).

Taking into account Eqs. (16) and (19), the first set of equations is verified for \( v \in \mathbb{H}_c \) and the second set of equations is verified for \( v \in \mathbb{H}_r \). Since \( \mathbb{H} = \mathbb{H}_r \oplus \mathbb{H}_c \), there is only the zero solution \( v = 0 \).
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Fig 1: Geometry of the dynamical system.

Fig 2: First elastic mode.

Fig 3: Second elastic mode.

Fig 4: Distribution of the number of eigenfrequencies for the global elastic modes (black histogram) and for the local elastic modes (grey histogram) as a function of the frequency in Hz.

Fig 5: Elastic mode 1.

Fig 6: Elastic mode 2.

Fig 7: Elastic mode 3.

Fig 8: Elastic mode 4.

Fig 9: Modulus in log scale of the frequency response for Pobs₁. Comparisons between different projection bases: initial elastic modes (solid thick line), global elastic modes only (mixed line), local elastic modes only (dashed line), global and local elastic modes (solid thin line superimposed to the solid thick line).

Fig 10: Modulus in log scale of the frequency response for Pobs₂. Comparisons between different projection bases: initial elastic modes (solid thick line), global elastic modes only (mixed line), local elastic modes only (dashed line), global and local elastic modes (solid thin line superimposed to the solid thick line).

Fig 11: Random frequency response functions for Pobs₁. Confidence region (lower and upper lines), mean response (middle line), deterministic response calculated with the initial elastic modes (solid thick line).

Fig 12: Random frequency response functions for Pobs₂. Confidence region (lower and upper lines), mean response (middle line), deterministic response calculated with the initial elastic modes (solid thick line).
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